The binding energy shifts of the Is levels of nitrogen atoms in 15 different bonding situations are calculated by the self-consistent charge molecular orbital (SCC-MO) method employing an electrostatic potential model in the point charge approximation. The standard deviation of the obtained correlation is ~ 0.5 eV, which is substantially better than the earlier CNDO/2 GPM and RPM results. The scatter of the correlated values is diminished to roughly 1/3 of the previous CNDO/2 results. The merits and shortcommings of the electrostatic potential model are briefly discussed. It is concluded that the present approach provides a useful tool for studying ESCA shifts in large molecules of biochemical interest.
Introduction

XPS or ESCA spectroscopy is useful in discus-
3Iethod
A discussion of the SCC-MO method was given 
Results and Discussion
The chemical shifts of the nitrogen (Is) energy levels relative to the N2 molecule were calculated for 15 different compounds. The results are displayed in Table 1 . The experimental data span a range as large 12.3 eV. The largest N(ls) binding energy was found in ONF3 . This is a consequence of the large electronegativity of fluorine and oxygen atoms. By comparing the relevant figures in Table 1 a CNDO/2 ground state potential (GPM) and relaxation potential (RPM) calculations, see [7] . b CNDO/2 transition potential calculations, see [18] . c CNDO/2 ground state potential calculations, see [17] . It was argued that the electrostatic potential model is ill defined because any assignment of charge to particular atoms in a molecular environment is arbitrary and strongly dependent on the employed basis set [24, 25] . Our results suggest that the ESCA energy shifts are satisfactorily reproduced within the all-valence electron semiempirical framework if a reliable method is used and if a reasonable population analysis is consistently applied. Since the employed SCC-MO procedure is easily executed even for large molecules, it provides a convenient tool for studying ESCA shifts in complexes, macromolecules and compounds of biochemical and pharmacological interest. One should, however, always bear in mind that electrostatic potential method (s) (GPM, RPM or TPM), particularly in the point charge approximation, only simulate the proper a priori treatment and that physical significance can not be attached to the notion of point charge.
The question arises whether the better performance of the SCC-MO method for N(ls) shifts is
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